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HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. A differentiated annual service fee to cover the Gate-1 global system infrastructure will be applicable
depending on the choice of above. Инструкция эксплуатации аис фуруно Серия РЛС Nortrop Grumman Sperry Marine VisionMaster
Furuno GPS приемник GP-150 Ввод в эксплуатацию проводится посредством понятных полноэкранных меню-подсказок;
Архитектура основанная на FURUNO-CIF+00, FURUNO-CIF+24, FURUNO-CIF+47 запасные предохранители SPR—1409;;
инструкция по эксплуатации на русском языке;; краткое На радаре не совпадают АИСовская цель и эхо-сигнал Key4mate
Судовое связное ecdis furuno инструкция на русском навигационное оборудование 14 апр 2012 Рассматривается ситуация, когда
на радаре не совпадают АИС цели судов с эхо-сигналами от них. Target number 00 to 999 2. Symbols keyboard Alphabet keyboard 3.
C-MAP Cartographic Service Your chart system has the capability of using and displaying the latest C-MAP world- wide vector chart database.
Requires FURUNO FAR-2xx7 or FCR-2xx9 se- ries radar. If the WGS shift for a chart is defined, the amount of shift is indicated. The tip
appears to the right of the object. Magnitude of cross-track error 0. Скачиваний: 1845 Размер: 947. Вы получите основное знания,
касающиеся поддержания изделия Furuno FEA-2107 в хорошем эксплуатационном состоянии, так, чтобы без проблем достигнуть
его планируемого цикла работы.

Furuno FMD-3200 Operator's Manual
To see if your product has a battery, see the chapter on Maintenance. Follow the instructions below if a battery is used. Tape the + and - terminals
of battery before disposal to prevent fire, heat generation caused by short circuit. Do not remove any label. If a label is on the top of the
equipment. Fire or electrical shock can result if a Name: Warning Label 1 liquid spills into the equipment. Requires FURUNO FAR-2xx7 or FCR2xx9 se- ries radar. This product uses the software module that was developed by the Independent JPEG Group. The Processor Unit is
connected to various sensors, and performs navigation calcu- lations, route planning and route monitoring. The Sensor Adapters interface between
the Processor Unit and external equipment. The monitor unit is powered independently. With a FURUNO monitor unit, the monitor is also turned
on or off with this switch. Status LED The color and state of the LED change according to system or alert status. ESC key: Goes back one step in
the current operating se- quence on the InstantAccess bar. BRILL Rotate: Adjusts the brilliance of a FURUNO monitor. Push: Selects a color
palette. Status The color and state of the LED change according to system or alert status. See the LED status description on page 1-3.
INTRODUCTION How to Select a Color Palette The system provides three sets of color and brilliance sets palette , day, dusk and night, to
match any ambient lighting condition. The default specifications of each set are as shown in the table below. The panel dimmer setting is
automatically changed, and the number of steps depends on the color palette selected. However, man- ual adjustment of the brilliance is also
possible. Note 1: The brilliance of the FURUNO monitor can only be adjusted from the Control Unit. Use a serial cable for brilliance adjustment
to make the connection between the Processor Unit and the Control Unit. INTRODUCTION How to adjust the brilliance manually using the
trackball module 1. For coarse adjustment, put the cursor on a location within the slider bar area then push the left button. Note that FURUNO
GPS Navigator GP-150 provides both COG and SOG. For automatic input, follow the procedure below. The MOB mark instantly appears at the
geographical position of your ship when the button is operated. You can save a maximum of 100 screenshots. To get a tip, simply put the cursor
on an object. The tip appears to the right of the object. A security device called a dongle the dongle for the FEA-2xx7 series can also be used,
contact FURUNO for details controls the compatibility. From CM-93 format the ECDIS generates SENC charts for use with ECDIS.
OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW CM-ENC: C-MAP produced official ENC chart that complies with the IHO's Interna- tional Hydrographic
Organization's S-57 Edition 3 product specification. When used in an ECDIS, the ENC data improves the safety of navigation at sea. ARCS
raster format ARCS charts are digital reproductions of British Admiralty BA paper charts. NAVI Button Description Operating mode Selects the
operating mode, ECDIS or conning. If the conning display is fed to a separate monitor, only ECDIS is available; the button is inop- erative. NAVI
Selects the Voyage navigation mode. OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW How to operate the buttons on the Status bar There are two types of
buttons on the Status bar: Toggle button and Drop-down list button. You operate the buttons with the trackball module. Button type Operating
procedure Toggle button A toggle button alternately selects one of two functions assigned to a button. The bar is divided into two sections, upper
and lower. The buttons in the upper section change according to the mode selected. To restore the maxi- mized bar, click anywhere on the
minimized bar. Click arrow Click anywhere on the minimized Route Route functions: select route, deselect route, move route to plan, monitor
route. Processes AIS Safety and Navtex messages. Selects a color palette, day, dusk or night. Adjusts the brilliance of a FURUNO monitor unit.
Inscribes the MOB ManOverBoard mark. When the user-selected sensor fails, the system automatically selects another sensor. When this occurs,

the color of the sensor name changes from green to yellow. Offset button ENC info appears here. RNC info appears here. OPERATIONAL
OVERVIEW Course to steer Course to steer: 110° Course to steer: 120° Planned course: 90° Planned course: 90° Current No current Current
present 2. Right-click the applicable area then select the appropriate item from the menu. The data can be input three ways: keyboard of the
Control Unit, software keyboard or trackball. Alphanumeric data entry from the keyboard of the Control Unit 1. Symbols keyboard Alphabet
keyboard 3. Click the input box. To erase the software keyboard, click the X button at the top right corner of the key- board. OPERATIONAL
OVERVIEW How to Select the Chart Operating Mode The ECDIS has three operating modes: Voyage navigation, Chart maintenance, and
Voyage planning. The background of the button of the active mode is blue. For Voyage navigation For Voyage planning mode...
OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW How to Select the Presentation Mode The presentation mode is available in North-up TM, North-up RM,
Course-up TM, Course-up RM, Route-up RM and Head-up RM. To select a presentation mode, click the presentation mode indication to cycle
through the presentation mode choices, or click the triangle to show the drop-down list of presentation modes. OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
True Motion Reset In the true motion mode, the chart is stationary and own ship moves on the screen. With TM reset active, own ship moves until
it reaches the true motion reset border- line s , then the chart is redrawn and own ship jumps back to an opposite position on screen based on its
course. OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW How to Use the VRM and EBL The VRM measures the range to an object and the EBL measures the
bearing to an object. There are two each of VRMs and EBLs. The lengths of the dashes on the EBL2 and VRM2 are longer than those of the
EBL1 and VRM1 to distinguish them. Right-click any VRM or EBL box to show the context-sensitive menu. Function Description centered
Centers the origin of the EBL and VRM on the current position. If the datum of a position sensor and that of a sea chart are different, a
transformation has to be made somewhere in the system. Display and approve dates for S57 charts and manual updates Note: It is very important
that you set the Display and Approve dates for charts as the current date. Minimally set ETD to equal departure time, and set optimization values. OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW This page is intentionally left blank. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 5. How to Install ENC Licenses,
Charts Install your ENC licenses and charts, in that order. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 5. Find the license permit. Manual installation If you
do not have the medium which has your ENC license, you can enter the license number manually. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS informs you
that the system is searching the medium in the figure below the me- dium is a DVD for chart data. The results of the search are displayed, an
example of which is shown below. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 4. If applicable, set the next sequential medium and repeat steps 2-4 to install
the next charts. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. How to Install ARCS Licenses, Charts 3. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. HOW TO
MANAGE CHARTS How to Install C-MAP Charts 3. Registration of the eToken is required only once, before you install the C-MAP database.
HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. Note 1: Do not cancel the installation of a chart while it is in progress. Cancellation will automatically reset the
power, stopping the installation. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 4. If applicable, set the next sequential medium and repeat steps 2-4 to install
the next databases. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. The procedure which fol- lows is for automatic installation. Set the medium DVD, USB
flash drive, etc. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS How to Install C-MAP DL Dynamic Licensing Charts Register the eToken if it has not already
been registered. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. Zone 2 DynLic 01 Jun 2012 3. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. If re-installation of the
licenses becomes necessary, you can reinstall them from the USB flash drive. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS Subscription warnings for RENC
If you have at least one subscription-type permit, the system will automatically warn you about the expiration date of your subscription license, in
the Permanent warning box. Note: If you change service provider for some reason, it is recommended that you re- move all the charts from the
ECDIS before installing new charts of new service pro- vider. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. Available charts are displayed using their limits
of charts. Note that sometimes the real coverage of the charts may be considerably less than the declared limits of it. HOW TO MANAGE
CHARTS 4 Collections A collection is a pre-defined dataset, the contents of which can be defined by zone, individual chart or any of those
combinations. Applicable to C-MAP charts also. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 4. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. HOW TO MANAGE
CHARTS 3. Click the block to the left of the chart to remove to show a checkmark. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. In this system, manual
updates are stored in a common database. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 4. Note: This window can also be shown from the con- text-sensitive
menu. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. Follow steps 1-2 in section 3. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. Synchronization can be done automatically or manually, however all units selected for synchronization must be powered to complete the synchronization. HOW TO MANAGE
CHARTS 3. Chart synchronization operations also are available from this dialog box. HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS 3. Note: All manual
updates are removed in the reconversion. How to Browse Your Charts You can view your charts using different positions and different scales. The
basic tools for browsing charts are the RANGE key, chart offcenter, and scroll. RANGE - and RANGE + change the chart scale. HOW TO
CONTROL CHART OBJECTS MULTI-COLOR presentation Chart zero Shallow contour Safety contour input value Safety contour exisiting in
ENC Deep contour Non-navigable area Navigable area In the multi-color presentation four colors are used for depths. If the value entered as the
safety contour does not exist in the electronic chart, the system automatically se- lects the next available deeper depth contour as the safety
contour. HOW TO CONTROL CHART OBJECTS 4. Symbols: Select how to display chart symbols. The options are Simplified: The shape of
symbols is of modern design and the sea mark symbols are filled in a color. HOW TO CONTROL CHART OBJECTS 4. HOW TO
CONTROL CHART OBJECTS 4. As required by IMO, these fea- tures cannot be made invisible. HOW TO CONTROL CHART OBJECTS
Velocity Vectors Ship Vectors: Show or hide own ship vector. Target Vectors: Show or hide target vectors. Style: Select the vector style. Time
Increments: Check to show ticks of velocity vector. HOW TO CONTROL CHART OBJECTS User chart Labels: Check to show labels on user
charts. Lines: Check to show lines on user charts. Clearing Lines: Check to show clearing lines for marking dangerous areas on user charts. Tidals :
Check to show symbols and tidals on user charts. Areas : Check to show areas on the user charts. HOW TO CONTROL CHART OBJECTS
Control of Predefined IMO Chart Display Settings There are three sets of predefined chart display settings that can be used to display charts with
certain chart features. Vector- coded charts are coded using a variety of techniques. One technique is called S57ed3 and it has been chosen by
IMO as the only alternative for SOLAS compliant electronic charts. VECTOR S57 CHARTS 5. Each cell has a separate unique name.
Hydrographic Offices divide their responsibility area by the cells that they publish. S57 chart A database, standardized as to content, structure and
format, is issued for use with this system without any authority of government-authorized Hydro-... VECTOR S57 CHARTS Projection:
Projection of current chart. Horizontal Datum: Horizontal datum used with current chart. Sounding Datum: Datum used to create sounding data.
Vertical Datum: Vertical datum used with current chart. Units of Depth: Unit of depth used with current chart. Units of Height: Unit of measurement
used to measure height of objects above sea level. VECTOR S57 CHARTS Sailing Directions, Tidal Tables, etc. This information forms an
integral part of the legal ENC chart that can fulfil SOLAS requirements. VECTOR S57 CHARTS If you want to review updates after the initial
approval of the updates do the following: 1. See the next section. See the next sec- tion. VECTOR S57 CHARTS 2. The date in which update 1
was issued. Display and Approved dates have to be set to correct date in order to see the chart with update 1. The date in which update 2 was

issued. Display and Approved dates have to be set to correct date in order to see the chart with update 1 and update 2. VECTOR S57 CHARTS
Symbology Used in S57 Charts You can familiarize yourself with the symbology used by browsing IHO Chart 1, which is included in this system.
Note that it behaves as any S57 chart and it follows your selections. VECTOR S57 CHARTS How to Find Information About S57 Chart
Objects The ability to cursor-pick an object to find additional information about the object is an important function of the system. However, an
unprocessed cursor pick, which does not discriminate or interpret and merely dumps on the interface panel all the informa- tion available at that
point on the display, will normally result in pages of unsorted and barely intelligible attribute information. The AIO is displayed as a single layer on
top of the basic ENC and is available free of charge as part of the Admiralty S57 Chart Service and within Admiralty Value Added Resellers'
services. VECTOR S57 CHARTS 5. VECTOR S57 CHARTS 5. VECTOR S57 CHARTS 5. Check or uncheck items as appropriate.
Regionally based chart CD-ROMs RC1 to RC10 contain standard BA navigation charts, while RC11 contains ocean charts at scales of
1:3,500,000 and smaller. RASTER ARCS CHARTS Horizontal Datum : Horizontal datum used with current chart. RASTER ARCS CHARTS
Warnings There could be warnings not included in Notices to Mariners. British Admiralty may re- lease textual warnings for any chart and they are
available here. How to set preference for inset panel If there are the different insets with the same position, the operator can select pre- ferred
inset, which displays your ship's position. RASTER ARCS CHARTS Datum and ARCS Charts The difference between ARCS chart local datum
and WGS 84 datum is known as WGS 84 shift. This difference is known and the system does the conversion automat- ically. If the WGS shift for
a chart is defined, the amount of shift is indicated. RASTER ARCS CHARTS ARCS Subscriptions ARCS customers can subscribe to one of two
service levels, ARCS Navigator or ARCS Skipper. Note: If you receive an ARCS chart permit on a floppy disk, copy the contents of the disk to
a USB flash drive and then install the permit files. C-MAP Cartographic Service Your chart system has the capability of using and displaying the
latest C-MAP world- wide vector chart database. These charts are fully compliant with the latest IHO S-57 3. C-MAP CHARTS Update Date:
Date of update Compilation Scale: The scale of the original paper chart is shown here. Projection: Projection of current chart. Horizontal Datum:
Horizontal datum used with current chart. Sounding Datum: Datum used to create sounding data. Vertical Datum: Vertical datum used with current
chart. CHART ALERTS Chart Alerts Official S57 chart material contains depth contours that can be used for calculation of chart alerts. A chart
database also includes different types of objects that the operator can use for chart alerts. The procedure for setting chart alerts is outlined below.
To include these areas in chart alerts, do the following: 1. Set the ahead time or distance and ahead width, referring to the figure below. The
reference point is the conning position. Width Ahead Distance Stern Port... CHART ALERTS Route Planning The system will calculate chart
alerts using user-defined channel limit for routes. Dan- ger areas are shown highlighted if safety contour or user-chosen chart alert areas are
crossed by the planned route. For more information on route planning, see chapter 9. Note: If your voyage is going to take a long time or you are
planning it much earlier than it is to take place, use the Display date and Approved until dates corresponding to the dates you are going to sail.
Neither the object in the area or the route is highlighted. ROUTES Guide box 5. Repeat step 4 to enter other waypoints. Enter a name max. In
route creation the feature is used with waypoint and text input as fol- lows: Waypoint input: Delete last-entered waypoint. ROUTES Type: Select
optimization strategy: maximum speed, time table, maximum profit, or minimum cost. A route may only be modified when using the north-up or
course-up mode. Set ETD: Set date, time and waypoint to start from. Parameters: Set the parameters for optimization, speed limit and income max
profit. Edit Cost Parameters button: Enter fuel consumption figures. After the button is operated, the alert type and latitude and longitude position
of the alert appear for applicable legs on the route. How to Modify an Existing Route 9. Put the cursor on a desired field and spin the scrollwheel
to change data. It means that the geometry of route makes it impossible for the ship to sail along a certain leg. ROUTES Search Options Sample
pattern type Expanding WPT7 square 90. ROUTES Search Options Sample pattern type Sector Search Pattern Heading search WPT3 WPT6
Sector 2 Sector 1 60° WPT9 WPT4 Direction: Select the direction to WPT2 WPT5 start the search, Clockwise or Anti- clockwise. Search
Pattern Heading: See the Sector 3 right figure. ROUTES Route Bank The route bank stores all the routes you have created. Click the 2 3 4 1.
Time of alarm condition change, UTC 000000. Unique alarm number identifier at alarm source 000 - 999 3. Event time UTC 2. UTC of position
no use 2. Wind angle, degrees 0. RPM demand value -9999. Starboard or single rudder sensor data -180 - 180. Port rudder sensor data -180 180. Target number, NULL 2. Target name, NULL 7. UTC of data 000000 - 235959 8. Target number 00 to 999 2. Target distance from own
ship 0. Bearing from own ship,degrees 0. True or Relative T 5. Current speed 0 - 99. Magnitude of cross-track error 0. Tag code used for
identification of source of event RA0001 - RA0010, EI0001 - EI0016, IN0001 - IN0016, II0001 - II0016 3. RAIM error in GBS sentence is
greater than 10 m and DGPS update interval in GGA, GNS... Spanning tree STP IEEE802. AP-5 license installation, automatic....

Furuno FEA-2107
Note: If you receive an ARCS chart permit on a floppy disk, copy the contents of the disk to a USB flash drive and then install the permit files.
Резюме Ниже Вы найдете заявки которые находятся на очередных страницах инструкции для Furuno FEA-2107. OPERATIONAL
OVERVIEW Course to steer Course to steer: 110° Course to steer: 120° Planned course: 90° Planned course: 90° Current No current Current
present 2. Скачиваний: 2137 Размер: 5. A route may only be modified when using the north-up or course-up mode. Dan- ger areas are shown
highlighted if safety contour or user-chosen chart alert areas are crossed by the planned route. Скачиваний: 6028 Размер: 1. Lines: Check to
show lines on user charts. Скачиваний: 2686 Размер: 1. You operate the buttons with the trackball module. ARCS raster format ARCS charts
are digital reproductions of British Admiralty BA paper charts. Общие характеристики: Увеличение - специальная особенность радаров
FURUNO серии FAR-21x7.

Ecdis furuno инструкция на русском - Инструкция эксплуатации аис фуруно
If the datum of a position sensor and that of a sea chart are different, a transformation has to be made somewhere in the system. Это очень
полезная часть руководства по обслуживанию - она позволит Вам сэкономить много времени на поиск решений. VECTOR S57
CHARTS 5. Tag code used for identification of source of event RA0001 - RA0010, EI0001 - EI0016, IN0001 - IN0016, II0001 - II0016 3.
HOW TO MANAGE CHARTS How to Install C-MAP DL Dynamic Licensing Charts Register the eToken if it has not already been registered.

To see if your product has a battery, see the chapter on Maintenance. Сборник руководств по использованию GPS,ECDIS,EPIRB,Navi
Furuno Pocket Sailor Блок коммутации с АИС NQA-4172; Кнопка DISTRESS NQE-887C до 3-х шт. ECDIS brings a streamlined chart
management system that enables easy management of charts. RASTER ARCS CHARTS Warnings There could be warnings not included in
Notices to Mariners.

Инструкции для оборудования Furuno на русском
A route may only be modified when using the north-up or course-up mode. ROUTES Search Options Sample pattern type Sector Search Pattern
Heading search WPT3 WPT6 Sector 2 Sector 1 60° WPT9 WPT4 Direction: Select the direction to WPT2 WPT5 start the search, Clockwise
or Anti- clockwise. Units of Depth: Unit of depth used with current chart.

When the user-selected sensor fails, the system automatically selects another sensor. How to Install ENC Licenses, Charts Install your ENC
licenses and charts, in that order. Units of Depth: Unit of depth used with current chart. ECDIS brings a streamlined chart management system that
enables easy management of charts. You can save a maximum of 100 screenshots. Vector- coded charts are coded using a variety of techniques.
Tidals : Check to show symbols and tidals on user charts. S57 chart A database, standardized as to content, structure and format, is issued for use
with this system without any authority of government-authorized Hydro. Display and approve dates ecdis furuno инструкция на русском S57
charts and manual updates Note: It is very important that you set the Display and Approve dates for charts as the current date. Horizontal Datum:
Horizontal datum used with current chart. See the LED status description on page 1-3.

